ZETTA JET ANNOUNCES MERGER WITH
ADVANCED AIR MANAGEMENT AND ASIA
AVIATION COMPANY
News / Business aviation, Finance

Zetta Jet, the fast-growing private jet operator based in Singapore, announced it has signed
a definitive agreement on a merger with Advanced Air Management, a leading private
aviation management company and Asia Aviation Company Pte Ltd, Singapore’s first
locally-based and dedicated private aviation company. The acquisition will further advance
Zetta Jet’s promise to deliver the ultimate in bespoke luxury experiences to a discerning
clientele, and extend its core business of private aircraft charter with aircraft management
solutions for its global customers under the core brand of Zetta Jet.
Established in August 2015, Zetta Jet’s promise to deliver the ultimate in bespoke luxury
experiences to a discerning clientele with its unique experience proved to be a success
with its remarkable rate of growth from 1 Global aircraft since its launch to a fleet of 12
Global aircrafts and 4 Challenger aircrafts within a span of just 15 months, with a sound
achievement of more than 100 hours a month across its fleet.
“At Zetta Jet, our promise is to deliver the ultimate private jet experience to the world’s most
discerning travelers. The merger of both companies under Zetta Jet is a significant milestone
which will greatly strengthen our value proposition as the world’s first truly personalized private
airline,” said Geoffery Cassidy, Managing Director, Zetta Jet.
Zetta Jet’s headquarters (Zetta Jet Pte Ltd) will remain in Singapore, and will expand its core
business of private aircraft charter with aircraft management solutions under the brand of Zetta Jet
as Zetta Jet Management. As a result of the merger, Advanced Air Management has been
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renamed as Zetta Jet USA Inc and Asia Aviation Company Pte Ltd to be merged with Zetta Jet Pte
Ltd under the core brand of Zetta Jet. Zetta Jet will also continue to build on its well-established
operations team based both in its Los Angeles and Singapore offices. This merger not only allows
Zetta Jet to deliver its promise of the ultimate in bespoke luxury experiences to its discerning
clientele globally, and also streamlines the company’s operations to cater to the increasing
demand for its renowned luxury travel services worldwide.
Corporate Structure – Geoffery Cassidy will continue to lead Zetta Jet as Managing Director,
based in Singapore, Matthew Walter as the Director of Sales and James Seagrim as the Director
of Operations, both based in Burbank, California.
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